
The life of the Anglo-Saxons


In this scene you will find; that Lucy’s birthday is still a day away and 
her  family’s house has been burned to the ground, well most of it. Will 
Lucy ever forgive her parents for abandoning her on her own birthday?


Mary: whispers “I think the raids are over, what do you think?” 


Phil: whispers “Yeah I think so, let me check.”


(Phil opens the Latch from the shelter) 


Phil: “All clear lets go.”


(So they all stepped out of the shelter and turned around to see....) 

Mary: “Oh no.” (she sees that the house was burnt down and looks around to see if there 
were any Vikings). 

Phil: “Oh dear, it looks like the hole neighbourhood was burnt down too.”


Lucy: “No, I didn’t finish getting all my personal stuff out!”


Phil: “Don’t worry, your room wasn’t burnt down by the looks of it.”


Lucy+Mary: “Really?!?”


Phil: “Hold on, let me take a look.”


(So Phil went to see what was still in Lucy’s room and it appeared that..) 

Phil: “Looks like they didn’t raid your room Lucy.” (He yells as he was coming back to 
Lucy and Mary.) 

Lucy: “Can I go back and get some things then?”


Phil: “Yes, sure that will give your mother and I sometime to talk alone.”


Mary: “Just be careful.”


Lucy: “Ok, I will be careful and I’ll just put all the stuff out here.’’ (she says as she began 
walking towards her room.) 

Phil: “We need more money if we want to rebuild the house. Mary, you always said if this 
house got burnt down or destroyed you would want a bigger house.”


Mary: “Yes, I know but we need to figure out a way and anyways I’ve been thinking Lucy 
is old enough to stay here on her own while you are off trading and I’m at the shops, 
Lucy’s all alone at home anyway so maybe we could go together on this trading journey.




Phil: “That is a good idea but what if we go out to sea and we never return either we stay 
in Scandinavia or we just forget about her while we are at sea.”


Mary: “Good point, I don’t want to leave her and never see her again, but we could write 
to her every day.”


Phil: “Ok, then it’s settled, we are going on a little trip.”


(Lucy comes back from the burnt house) 
 

Lucy: “Ok, all done I got all the stuff I need, and I put them in the shelter, is that ok? Also, 
um what is that boat doing over there?”


Mary: “That’s fine dear, I don’t really know I think that’s a Viking fishing boat. Anyways, 
Phil can you please tell her.”


Phil: “Sure, Lucy sit down, you might want too, we have some news.”


Lucy: Curiously “OK.”


Phil: “Lucy, your mother and I are going on a little trip.”


Lucy: “Oh ok, when?”


Phil: “We know that it is your Birthday tomorrow but we need to leave..”


Lucy: “You need to leave tomorrow?”


Mary: “Yes, were very sorry dear, but we need to leave in the afternoon, so we have all 
morning!”


(Lucy runs into the shelter as she begins crying) 

The End Of This Scene


